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how much is the contraband connection 

In the vortex of time; or seeing the vortex of time: 

Imagine you had met this, then people as [in lifetimes] 

They had moved into a many new houses for such a small number of people … perhaps they seemed 

“off” somehow in a way that kept you thinking: how odd that at this exact time such people would get 

so many houses.  

   Perhaps you wondered who approved this or such; and when you asked; as I did at approximate 7 

years old newly deployed in the Bay Area: how does one deploy as a 7-year old? Before it was really 

known as the progression which it finally established an approx. just short of twenty years, later:  

   They said the U.S. Government gave it to us or rather, them; in your, or rather my, name; … 

                                                                                               yeah, right. 
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You mean they took a bunch of P.O.W. [s] or more than a bunch of P.O.W.s 

hostage and-or as P.O.W. [s] and then took their housing. 

First of all in exchange terrorism; and one way to convert terrorism to holy terrorism; what are-is the 

converting group willing to temporary+ly bargain with.  

  Second of all; how does anybody take any capacity actualized warriors hostage and-or as P.O.W. [s], 

otherwise. It isn’t.  

  So the answer is exchange terrorism.  

  In any case, they went on; attempting to make other foreigners to this country … what? [look bad?] 

  They said … the government was so happy that they were in this country now [and so was giving them 

everybody’s housing.] 

  In any case: when I was doing my brief cited: f.b.i. investigation as the covered up image shows 

[upcoming, or soon]; the “cop”  

note again for here at least cop does not equal = “cop” 

was all layered up in weapons eating alongside  

the non-uniformed wearing militia forces in regular terms of uniform …  

theme: while I chew gum 

Street signs on cross-sections 

are currently not in such; because of the severe threat their impersonators have put my life in [uniform]; 

theme: oh my go! I’m significant?  

 

while the actualized militia was eating during their sanctioned eating time.  

 

 

Just today [the day after] I found this “cop” in what you might as well call case files …  

and disguised as a woman; and here’s the image covered up [upcoming].   

      What do you suppose is the charge? If you are an actualized militia member what if parts of your 

body-image/image are used for societal testing; I think this testing would likely provide those deserving 

such in society: more protection. So how could you be charged. You couldn’t.  
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  But in the case of this “cop” disguised as an over-sexed female; we would rather need to test how 

much protection such an image provided; or more likely how much it: the image of this “cop” 

distributed in this variety, stole from those deserving protection in society [and, yes it was a male “cop”] 

 

The 1950s reputation-game widens in attack: It’s shocking to consider that people would be posing as 

militia members to live off the actual reputations of real militia members.  

  So in conclusion; I’d bet on it: this is that “cop” location witnessed.  

Here’s the “cop” not too disguised impersonating being a woman.  

 

 


